**NOTE:**

1. 7-PIN CYLINDERS CAN WORK WITH BOTH 7-PIN CORES & 6-PIN CORES WITH SPACER
2. STANDARD CAM SHOWN ATTACHED. CYLINDER CAN BE ORDERED WITH OTHER CAMS, SUCH AS SCHLAGE L, ATTACHED OR ORDERED SEPARATELY.

**ITEM NO.** | **FILE NAME** | **DESCRIPTION** | **QTY.**
---|---|---|---
1 | S-LS00002 | MORTISE CYLINDER BODY, 1-3/8" | 1
2 | S-CK00049 | FORK ASSY, IC CORE MORTISE | 1
3 | S-CK00026 | MORTISE LOCK CAM - SCHLAGE L CAM | 1
4 | S-TA01119 | #2-56 x 1/4" FHMS (FPHM) | 2

**TOLERANCES:**
- FRACTIONAL: ±0.015"
- ANGULAR: Mach: ±1° Bend: ±1°
- TWO PLACE DECIMAL: ±0.01"
- THREE PLACE DECIMAL: ±0.004"

**REV.** | **DESCRIPTION** | **ECO NO.** | **DATE**
---|---|---|---
- | CREATED FOR CUSTOMER | - | 12/16/2015
01 | CHANGED TO STANDARD CAM ATTACHED, ADDED NOTE 2 | - | 6/26/2018

**KJW** 12/15/2015
**MAM** 6/26/2018

**HAGER RESERVES THE RIGHT TO MAKE DESIGN CHANGES WITHOUT NOTICE. CALL HAGER ENGINEERING AT 1-800-325-9995 FOR THE LATEST REVISION DATE OF TEMPLATE.**